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Pragya Bajpai(9-11-1990)
 
I am a serene girl, born on DIWALI, festival of joy and lights whose main
ambition is to make this beautiful world more and more ding to me' Poetry is
something which really comes out of our inner soul or can be can said something
embedded in the core of our heart just the  need is to express it in simplified way
which can please, inspire and awakens the soul of the reader.' Passion for Poetry
is something which cannot be induced if not present rather cannot be diffused if
present, it is something inborn or natural to a great extent.
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Ambition
 
To achieve your ambition
Hard work and keen interest
Should be the combination
TO reach your dream
Choose the right stream
Don't worry by failure
Because there are chances to cure
Don't loose chance
And always try to enhance
To reach your aim
You must take great pain
Success is not achieved overnight
For that you should struggle day and night
To achieve success
First try to assess
Make books your friend
So that in future you don't repent.
 
Pragya Bajpai
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Beauty
 
Beauty needs a keen observer
We should try to be its preserver
God has given each of us beauty
To observe it minutely is our duty
Beauty can be of many types
it matters how we make it ripe
It can be beauty of intellect, beauty of principles,
beauty of truth and commonly
visible physical beauty.
 
Some are attracted towards physical beauty
Some are admirer of spiritual beauty
Some are black and some are white
But doesn't matter we are black or white
Something really matters is that
our nobility and generosity is at what height.
 
Man can find beauty in everything
Either it is a diamond or silver ring
But it should be gifted by someone
close and very caring
Physical beauty decays with
passage of life and time
But spiritual beauty lasts forever
Either we are young or sixty nine.
 
Beauty is in God's every creation
and human being
It depends on us in observing
it how much we are keen
True human beings are very beautiful
As at heart they are very noble and peaceful
A person must posses a beautiful
and pure soul
TO live not solitary but as a whole.
 
Pragya Bajpai
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Dowry
 
Dowry is boy's side demand
To girl's side its a command
They demand bike
But may be don't know how to ride
Few people are greedy
They don't feel pity
It is today's big problem
And it is daily in newspaper's column.
 
It should be eradicated
Towards which greedy people are dedicated
Many ladies are burnt
Because their husband do not
adequately earn
They expect girls to bring from their home
So they can well live and comb
Dowry should be avoided
And to boy's side
it should not be provided.
 
Pragya Bajpai
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Friend
 
Friend is like a flower
Who helps in need like a shower
A friend who is helpful
Towards him we should be truthful
A true friend helps us in need
And expects from us not to do any wrong deed.
 
We wish to see our friend in bloom
And not a single in his life be in gloom
Some friends remain for entire life
And pray for them to fly like kite
We wish for their enhancement
And pray for them to live with contentment.
 
Some friends are for short period of time
Making such friends is not crime
Some friends are much more than relatives
Making such friends is very creative
Some friends are as honest as mirror
Making such friends should not include single error.
 
We make many friends in life
Till on this earth we survive
Making friends today is trend
And we should see in life they don't bend
Friends coming and going is trend
But life doesn't come to an end.
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Girls Advancement
 
Today girls are advancing and progressing
And not in sudden defeat regretting
They are in every field making a try
As they really want to fly
Like a bird in the open sky
Girls don't want to swim in rivulets
Girls want to become pilots.
 
Parents are provoking and inspiring them
As they want their daughters
to shine like some precious gem
Girls want to be ahead than boys
And earlier they played in childhood
with their brother tiny toys.
 
Girls are defeating boys in every field
And wining gold medals and shields
Girls are reaching high posts
Either a scientist, astronaut and
even a television host.
 
Girls want to grab everything in their fist
Which can bring in their life a sudden twist
They get fame and recognition
In this great Indian civilization
Girls are establishing themselves in every sphere
And also spending time in God's prayers
They should be given equal respect
And they should never be ignored or neglect.
 
Pragya Bajpai
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God's Love
 
A four letter word-LOVE
Which is as soft as dove
Where L stands for lagoon
in which there are no boundaries
Whether love is on earth or moon.
 
O stands for ocean
Where all must meet
in great spiritual motion
V stands for valediction
when someone leaves affection
And goes to God house
For tenderest care and affection.
 
E stands for ebullition
As in everyone's life
sometimes brings great
reformation and revolution
Love is an emotional feeling
And not a business dealing.
 
Try to love each creation of God
Not only beautiful, the ugly should
never be forgot
Love every creation of God
throughout life
Till GOD gives us opportunity
on this earth to survive
 
As everyone's life span is uncertain
And knowone knows when God
drops our curtain
So live on this beautiful earth
with love and humanity
And leave all hatred and enmity.
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Life
 
Life is a moving train
In which people sit reach their destination
And go back to their home again
toiling day and night in their aim.
 
Life is a dream
Which fulfills according to our stream
Life is struggle
Some finds its solution as smuggle
which is crime
And instead of it try to visit any shrine.
 
Life is moving
And we keep growing
We meet some who are good
and some who are bad
And find some are happy and some are sad.
 
Life sometimes brings happiness
and sometimes pain
And sometimes beautiful showers of rain
Some moments in life bring depression
And at that time we need others compassion.
 
Some live long, some very short
But every struggle with smile must be fought
Few come for a short span of time
But they do something great and miraculous
For which their name in glory always shine.
 
We don't know our life span
So always try to  always relief others
as we are given by air fan
Try to do something incredible
Which is forever creditable.
Try to avoid sin
Either in life loose or win.
 
In life we read many phrases
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Life has three stages
Which are full of many pages.
In childhood we play with dolls and toys
And playing in muddy areas is something
which attracts small tiny boys.
 
At young age we worry about our ambition
For which hard work and interest
should be the combination
And then the old age
Which appears to few old people as a cage
As they are not given proper care
and are in their difficult days.
 
And now the time is to communion with God
Which is eternal truth and not a fraud
And this is how life ceases
Which none refuses
Everything health, wealth, power
every treasure comes to an end
And nothing is left to mend.
 
Pragya Bajpai
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Money
 
What is money?
Is it honey?
As today people are allured towards it
as bees are attracted towards honey
Money is something today which everyone
wants to grab
But sometimes when mode of earning is wrong
very easily gets trapped.
 
Money can buy books
But not knowledge and intuition
Achieving it needs great
reformation and revolution
Money can buy costly medicines
But not this precious life
As it is decided by heavenly God
till when on this earth we survive.
 
Money can buy branded clothes
And fill our designer wardrobes
But cannot soften the heart of our foes
Money can buy artificial oxygen
But not the late rainy season.
Money is everything for few people
For them  honesty is something
regarded illegal.
 
Money can buy high class air tickets
But not morals and etiquette
India is in 21st century
People are running after money
Which sometimes brings agony
When relations are not given same preference
as given to money.
 
Money can buy a big ladder
But not steps of success
For that first good virtues a man must possess
Money should also be considered
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a weapon of morality
Try to donate a bit
to orphanage and charity.
 
Try to control immense materialistic necessity
And divert a little towards spirituality
And maintain money's utility
As it is earned by great
hard work, honesty and ability
And live in this beautiful world
With peace, harmony and community.
 
Pragya Bajpai
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Mother
 
Mother comes on earth
To give us birth
First she makes child to play in a cradle
Then teaches us how to paddle
Mother is next to God
that should not be forgot
Mother is an idol of affection
Towards whom each child has attraction.
 
Mother is always full of charity
And wants to see her child in prosperity
She struggles all day for us
So sacrificing for her is must
We should not forget her obligations
And try to give according to her expectations.
 
We should try ourselves that she never faces insult
Otherwise for ourselves it will be a guilt
Mother is a feather
Which is attached to every other
Mother always worries about our carrier
And also helps us to face barriers
Mother is an idol of beauty
To fulfill her dreams is our duty.
 
Pragya Bajpai
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Poverty
 
Poverty is the daughter of Jove
Which in a life is uncertain blow
Poverty is still in big mass
To great extent illiteracy is its cause
In poverty a person can do anything
During this time person's brain
doesn't have time to reason and think.
 
Poverty has been eradicated
to a great extent
And I pray poverty doesn't get strength
Poverty compels small children to work
when their age is to study
play and do craft work.
 
Poor women work all day
And receive a little pay
To get their children feed
Sometimes they work day
and night and do not get proper sleep.
 
Poverty can be eradicated
by making people illiterate
Promoting them to send
their children to school
So that they can learn
new morals and rules.
I want to eradicate poverty
And see this beautiful world
in peace and prosperity.
 
Pragya Bajpai
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Sacrifice
 
Sacrifice is the device of life,
which every human being must apply,
We should sacrifice for others,
Either he is brother or she is mother.
Freedom fighters sacrifice for their country,
By joining army they did a good entry,
Mahatma Gandhi was a great fighter,
Because he wanted us to be survivor.
Sacrifice is a feeling,
Its not a dealing.
Who sarifice for our country are soldiers,
Who are not even a bit older,
Soldiers leave their family,
To work for their country bravely.
 
Pragya Bajpai
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Teacher
 
Techers are like lamps
And students are like wicks
Who become intelligent, decent
and refined very quick
When teacher's knowledge
does the work of oiling
by their day and night toiling
And like a lamp student start shining.
 
Teachers daily teach a new lesson
An expects from us not to do any wrong
deed which leads to prison
Your heart is as vast as ocean
Your taught students shine like sun.
 
You sometimes turn an ordinary marble
into a precious gem
By giving immense knowledge and inspiring them
Teachers scold for our reformation
We never feel bad for your such reaction
We are always eager for your
knowledge and advice
Which is something precious to entice.
 
To get noble teachers is a matter of luck
As they are always ready to help
wherever we are stuck
Teacher on earth are next to GOD
This is something never to be forgot
We must never forget their obligations
And always be ready to give them respect
and good result according to their expectations.
 
Pragya Bajpai
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Who Is Rich?
 
Who is really rich?
 
A man who has huge wealth
Or the one with good health
 
The man with acres of land
or the person who offers others a helping hand
 
A man who has wisdom
Or the person who has acquired by cheat a large kingdom
 
Rich is the one who has self respect
Or the one with branded gazettes
 
A person working in big multinational company
Or the one serving orphanage in harmony
 
Rich is the one with brand new car
Or the martyr  who has become a heavenly star
 
One with a huge bank balance
Or the one who died for a noble cause
and now rests in silence.
 
Pragya Bajpai
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